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Summer Weave

Summer Weave
Materials
One Woven Basket or Tote or use your imagination.
Try a woven placemat, table runner, rug, planter, wase, lampshade or
whatever! (The bag on the front is a Woven Corn Husk Market Tote
from Pottery Barn)
Fabric
Use Hoffman CA Fabrics Bali Pops which include 40 strips 2 ½” x 42”
To determine how many strips you’ll need, first decide whether you
want a raw edge look or a finished look. A finished look will require
twice as many strips. With a tape measure, measure around or up and
down, as many times as you would like to weave around. Use a string if
your tape measure is not long enough. Measure the string. Divide that
measurementby 42” as each Bali Pop strip is approximately 42” long.
Round the number needed up to the next higher number. For a raw edge
look, this is the number of strips you will need. For a finished look,
multiply that by two. Add a few strips just in case!
For example, on the bag on the front which has a finished look, I
measured around 7 times (excluding the bow). That length was 459”.
Divide that by 42” to get 11(rounded up) strips 42” long. Multiply that
by 2 to get 22 strips. The bow was made separately from 4 strips 42”
long.
Sewing Instructions
Sew strips together
Sew all strips together on the short end. If you want the raw edged look,
start weaving. For the finished look, fold this long strip in half rights
sides together and stitch down each long side with a ¼” seam. Turn right
side out and weave. Tuck the end
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